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Soft colloids—such as polymer-coated particles, star polymers, block-copolymer micelles, microgels—
constitute a broad class of materials where microscopic properties such as deformability and penetrability
of the particle play a key role in tailoring their macroscopic properties which is of interest in many
technological areas. The ability to access these microscopic properties is not yet demonstrated despite its
great importance. Here we introduce novel DNA-coated colloids with star-shaped architecture that allows
accessing the above local structural information by directly visualizing their intramolecular monomer
density profile and arm’s free-end locations with confocal fluorescent microscopy. Compression experi-
ments on a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice formed by these macromolecular assemblies reveal an
exceptional resistance to mutual interpenetration of their charged corona at pressures approaching the MPa
range. Furthermore, we find that this lattice, in a close packing configuration, is surprisingly tolerant to
particle size variation.We anticipate that these stimuli-responsive materials could aid to get deeper insight in a
wide range of problems in soft matter, including the study and design of biomimetic lubricated surfaces.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.268303 PACS numbers: 82.70.Dd, 82.35.Rs, 87.14.gk
Charged polymeric layers densely attached by one end to
an interface, also known as polyelectrolyte brushes, are
systems that exhibit rich and complex behavior [1–7] with
direct relevance to biological systems [8–11] and with a
diverse range of applications such as surface modification
technologies [10,12,13] and emerging biotechnologies
[12,14,15]. Experimental observations of charged brushes
available at present are not so sensitive to the details of the
structure, but are mainly concerned with more global brush
properties, such as brush thickness [16–18] or force-distance
dependencebetweenbrushes [19–21].However, thedetailed
picture of a polyelectrolyte brush comprises the determi-
nation of intramolecular density profiles and free-end arm
distributions for the case of a dilute, noninteracting system.
In the case of crowded conditions, additional parameters
have to be quantified, namely, how the grafted charged
coronas of brushes interact in terms of shrinkage, deforma-
tion, or penetration. In particular for the crowded case, many
of the above-mentionedparameters are poorly accessible in a
variety of physically distinct soft and penetrable colloidal
systems [22–25]. In this Letter, we show how the above
issues can be addressed by grafting very long double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) chains to the surface of a
micron-sized spherical superparamagnetic particle for the
construction of strongly charged, ultradense, highly mono-
disperse polyelectrolyte brushes with a star-shaped archi-
tecture (PE star). See the Supplemental Material [26] for
details on the synthetic strategy, section 1.1–1.2.
Direct visualization of these water soluble DNA-based
microstructures is achieved by fluorescent staining either
the whole DNA chain [backbone labeling, (BL)] or only
its free-end [free-end labeling, (FEL)]. In particular, the
second labeling strategy allowed us to directly observe the
internal structure of a PE star under highly crowded
conditions, which is a significant improvement to existing
visualization methods [33,34]. The above two labeling
approaches are depicted schematically in Figs. 1(a)–1(b)
together with their corresponding confocal fluorescent
microscopy (CFM) images taken at their equatorial plane
under dilute salt-free conditions (see Supplemental
Material [26], section 1.3 for details on the labeling
method, and the supporting movie shows the 3D
reconstruction of a fluorescence free-end labeled PE star
based on confocal microscopy sections). The corona
thickness L of a PE star can be extracted from the
azimuthally averaged radial fluorescent intensity of the
above CFM images. Such a profile is shown in the top
inset of Fig. 1(c) for the BL case. A power-law fit
[Fig. 1(c)] of the thickness L, as extracted from the
corresponding CFM images presented in Fig. 1(d), versus
the arm length N for fixed f number of arms (termed
functionality) yields L ∼ N under salt-free conditions. In
addition, we find that L equals to the contour length Lc of
the grafted dsDNA fragments, which indicates an extreme
arm stretching while L is practically f independent over a
wide range of arm lengths N [bottom inset of Fig. 1(c)].
This conformational behavior of the stars—owing to their
ability to act as an efficient absorber of its own counterions
under salt-free condition [2,35–38]—is in excellent agree-
ment with the scaling predictions for an osmotic star [2,35].
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Information on the internal star structure is extracted
from the azimuthally averaged mass density profile, which
is directly related to the radial fluorescent intensity of the
BL PE star [39]. A density profile is shown in Fig. 2(a) for
an isolated osmotic (salt-free) PE star with f ¼ 4.8 × 104
and N ¼ 30 kbp. Since the corona thickness follows the
scaling L ∼ N, the extension of the arms of the PE star is
expected to be uniform. In a spherical geometry, this means
that the radial distribution of the mass density in the star
decays as r−2, where r is the distance from the center of the
star. Indeed, the slope of the measured profile in log-log
representation is found to be very close to −2, supporting
the picture of fully stretched chains having rodlike con-
figuration [40–42,33]. By adding salt, the measured density
profile reveals rearrangement of the intrinsic structure of
the osmotic PE star. More specific, the significant deswelling
of the PE star, as demonstrated in theCFM images [Fig. 2(a)],
is accompanied by a change of the slope of the mass density
profile from around −2 in the salt-free regime to −4=3 at
relatively high salt concentration. The latter power law decay
implies conformational behavior similar to a neutral star with
enlarged (electrostatic) excluded volume, which has been
predicted for the salted regime [41,43].
Complementary insight into the osmotic (salt-free) to
salted regime transition can be obtained from the free-end
distribution, as reflected from the azimuthally averaged
radial fluorescent intensity of CFM images of FEL PE stars
[Fig. 2(b), see also Supplemental Material [26], section 1.4
regarding the gradual nature of this transition as reflected
from the changes in the size of the PE star]. While the free-
end distribution confirms the thickness of the osmotic
PE-star corona as found from the BL counterpart, it displays
a maximum with narrow width, located at the periphery of
the star [Fig. 2(b), red circles] with its position being
virtually independent of the functionality. As a consequence,
a region close to the center of the star is observed, where the
free-ends are depleted [“dead zone”, blue arrow, Fig. 2(b)].
FIG. 1 (color). (a)–(b) Cartoon of the two fluorescent labeling
strategies (shown in green) employed for the direct visualization
of the DNA-based PE stars with their corresponding CFM images
at their equatorial plane of particles (radius rc ¼ 1.44 μm) grafted
with 3.0 × 105 dsDNA chains of 2.0 × 104 base pairs (bp).
(c) Osmotic star corona thickness L (circles) versus the arm
length N with f ¼ 1.4 × 105. Red crosses indicate the contour
lengths Lc of the star arms. The line is the prediction of the
scaling law for osmotic PE stars. Top inset: azimuthally averaged
radial fluorescent intensity (normalized to the intensity on the
surface of the star’s core) versus the distance r (normalized to
radius rc of the core) from the center of a salt-free PE star with
f ¼ 8.9 × 104 and N ¼ 20 kbp. Bottom inset: the explored
regions of functionalities where the star’s corona thickness is
independent of f (black, red, blue line: N ¼ 10, 20, 30 kbp).
(d) CFM images at the equatorial plane of the osmotic PE stars
with f ¼ 1.4 × 105 and variable arm size (Left to right: N ¼ 10,
20, 25, 30, 35 kbp). The red circles indicate the size of the PE star.
FIG. 2 (color). (a) DNA mass density profile ρðrÞ versus the
distance r (normalized to radius rc of star’s core) from the center
of a BL PE star with f ¼ 4.8 × 104 and N ¼ 30 kbp under
different salinity conditions together with their corresponding
CFM images (salt-free: blue squares, bottom image and 0.1M
NaCl: red squares, top image. The circles indicate the size of PE
star). The bold lines show the slopes predicted by scaling. (b) The
azimuthally averaged fluorescent intensity of CFM images of
FEL PE star (normalized to the background fluorescent intensity)
versus r for salt-free (f ¼ 5.14 × 105, N ¼ 20 kbp, red circles,
top image), 1.0M NaCl (f ¼ 5.14 × 105, N ¼ 20 kbp, black
circles, middle image), and 1.0M NaCl (f ¼ 1.31 × 105,
N ¼ 20 kbp, triangles, bottom image). The position of the
surface of the star’s core is indicated with a black line.
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By increasing the salt concentration, the free-end distribution
becomes wider and its maximum moves to the center of the
PE star [Fig. 2(b), black circles] indicating star shrinkage
[see Supplemental Material [26], section 1.4 for more
details]. Interestingly, the width of the dead zone relative
to the size of the PE star decreases substantially with the
addition of the salt and finally disappears for a lower
functionality PE star [Fig. 2(b), triangles]. This is an addi-
tional verification for the similarity between neutral and
highly salted stars, where excluded volume interactions play
a dominant role in the equilibrium conformational structure
of these macromolecular assemblies.
So far we focused on the conformational properties of an
isolated PE star. We now consider PE-star accommodation
scenarios under highly crowded conditions for star concen-
trations above the close packing fraction of spherical, unde-
formable objects with the same size as the isolated star. A
simple and robust approach was employed for achieving
tunable crowded conditions, utilizing a millimeter-sized
square permanent magnet and taking advantage of the super-
paramagnetic properties of the star’s core [Fig. 3(a), see also
Supplemental Material [26], section 2.1 for more details].
Control over the magnet position h, thickness s of the sample
holder and particle concentration provides an easy and robust
way to organize the PE stars into two-dimensional (2D)
hexagonal ordered arrays and, subsequently, compress them
fromanopen[Fig.3b] tospace-fillingconfiguration[Fig.3(c)].
Visual inspection of Fig. 3(c) suggests that the space-filling
lattice configuration is accompanied with the loss of the
PE-star spherical symmetry and not by arm interpenetration.
Unambiguous evidence is provided by the CFM image in
Fig. 3(d), showing a compressed 2D crystal formed by
osmotic PE stars (f ¼ 3.36 × 105 and N ¼ 20 kbp) where
a fewFEL tracer PE stars are embedded in a host environment
of unlabeled stars. A 2D hexagonal arrangement is achieved
which is just space filling. This is verified by the sharp faceted
labeled PE star, the relative position of star magnetic cores,
and the fact that the distanceL from the surface of the core to
the vertices equals the corona radius of the undisturbed starL
[inset of Fig. 3(d)]. The above observations indicate that the
free ends are located near the facets with no observable
interpenetration. The same behavior is even observed for
stars with much lower functionality (f ¼ 4.1 × 104 and
N ¼ 20 kbp, see Supplemental Material [26], section 2.2.1).
The CFM images [Fig. 3(d) and Fig. S2 in the
Supplemental Material [26]] provide direct evidence
for noninterdigitation of the arms from different osmotic
PE stars. Noninterdigitation is the main assumption of
Pincus’s theory [2], based on scaling arguments, on the
interactions between PE stars which arises mainly from
the entropic contribution of the trapped counterions [37].
In the salt-dominated regime for stars with low functionality
(f ¼ 6.9 × 104) we do observe intra-arm penetration to
some extent [Fig. 3(e), also see Supplemental Material
[26], section 2.2.2]. However, in both cases the arms of
two PE stars cannot penetrate more than the width of their
free-end distribution. The latter observation has strong
implications for using polyelectrolytes as a biomimetic
lubrication agent between surfaces, since the degree of
arm penetration controls entanglements, which in turn
influence the friction between compressed PE stars.
We estimate the pressures involved in the above com-
pression experiments on the 2D hexagonal PE-star lattice
by conducting osmotic stress experiments on an isolated
salt-free PE star using neutral polymer dextran as an
osmotic stress agent (see Supplemental Material [26],
section 2.3). In particular, assuming that the radius of
the incircle of the hexagonal compressed PE star is
equivalent to the radius of an osmotic compressed PE star
then the compression in Fig. 3(d) corresponds to a pressure
of 8.5 kPa (red cross in Fig. S5 [26]). A higher degree of
magnetically mediated PE-star compression has been
achieved by employing a similar approach as the one
depicted in Fig. 3(a), but now close to a water-air interface
(see Supplemental Material [26], section 2.2.3). The results
show a load carrying ability of the osmotically counterion
FIG. 3 (color). (a) Schematic diagram of the magnetic PE-star
hexagonal array guidance system. (b)–(d), CFM images of 2D
hexagonal lattice formed by the magnetically mediated self-
assembly of FEL labeled PE stars with (b) open and (c)–(e) space
filling configuration. (b)–(c) Osmotic stars with f ¼ 4.67 × 105
and N ¼ 10 kbp. The red hexagons indicate the formation and
homogeneous compression of the 2D PE-star lattice. (d) Osmotic
stars with f ¼ 3.36 × 105 andN ¼ 20 kbp. (e) Mild-salted (5 mM
NaCl) stars with f ¼ 6.9 × 104 and N ¼ 20 kbp. For (d)–(e) only
a small fraction of PE stars are FEL labeled. The corresponding
CFM images for an isolated PE star under the same salinity
conditions are displayed in the insets. The red circles indicate the
size of a PE star in the undisturbed state (see insets), where L is the
corona thickness. L is the distance from the surface of the core of
the hexagonal-shaped PE star to its vertex.
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swollen PE stars without any detectable interpenetration of
their arms at pressures well above the highest measurable
osmotic pressure of 25 kPa. Therefore, our observations
reveal that the osmotic pressure due to the trapped counter-
ions inside the PE-star corona is indeed the primary
mechanism for exceptional lubrication properties of poly-
electrolyte brushes up to very high normal pressures as
suggested in Refs. [5,10,44].
It is reasonable to hypothesize that a 2D PE-star crystal
may be more tolerant to the inclusion of particles of
different sizes given the PE-star deformability, stimuli
responsiveness, and remarkable resistance to interpenetra-
tion of their charged coronas as they are packed more
densely. This is in contrast to a 2D hard-sphere colloidal
crystal [45] or any deformable but volume preserving
system such as 2D bubble rafts [46]. The effects of the
inclusion of a larger PE star are illustrated with the CFM
image of Fig. 4(a). A 2D close-packed crystal under mild
salinity conditions formed by FEL PE stars was doped with
unlabeled larger PE stars with a volume 3.4 times that of
the host particles. Interestingly, the oversized doped star
fits into the host structure without causing local distortion
of the crystal lattice. This is evidenced by a comparison of
the CFM image of Fig. 4(b), where only the doped PE stars
are labeled, with the corresponding bright-field confocal
microscopy image in Fig. 4(c), where only the magnetic
cores of the host and foreign particles are visible. Indeed,
the doped particles adapt to their new local environment
by becoming highly compressed and faceted as they are
squeezed by neighboring PE stars. The final shape of the
oversized foreign particles in the 2D crystal is dictated by
the number and type of first nearest neighbors. Thus, in our
case, the shape of the doped particle is found to be a
hexagon with concave edges [Fig. 4(b) and inset] or a
mixture of concave and flat edges [as indicated by arrows in
Fig. 4(b)] depending on whether it is surrounded by only
host or a mixture of host and doped particles, respectively.
Comparison of the foreign particle dimensions with and
without confinement [blue circle in Fig. 4(b)] suggests that
the doped particles adjust their volume not only because of
direct interactions between the particles but also through a
shrinking pathway. The latter mechanism was also reported
in similar experiments performed on three-dimensional
crystals made of micrometer-sized soft microgel particles,
where this behavior is attributed solely to osmotic effects
[47]. In our case, the ability to visualize local structural
features with high resolution reveals that a delicate synergy
exists between the osmotic pressure within each particle
and the elastic deformation of its charged corona.
Additional support has been obtained by exploring the
role of salt and size ratio in the impurity tolerance of a 2D
PE-star crystal. The results show the existence of a narrow
window of parameters where the integration of a larger
particle is possible (see Supplemental Material [26], sec-
tion 2.4), stressing the role of softness of the interaction
potential on the defect tolerance of our 2D hexagonal
PE crystals. A rich phase behavior of PE-star solutions
based on effective interactions [48] has been predicted and
partially experimentally verified with SAXS measurements
[49]. Our work suggests that a refinement of the models
used for the predictions is at place, taking into account
density-dependent particle shrinkage and deformation.
This may reveal even more unusual phase behavior.
In summary, we have demonstrated an easy and robust
route for the fabrication of ultradense long dsDNA-coated
superparamagnetic particles. The resulting star-branched
polyelectrolytes allow for the direct visualization of the
internal structure, deformability, and interpenetrability of
these model charged soft spheres under dilute and highly
packed conditions at an unprecedented level of detail.
Our results on their exceptional resistance to mutual inter-
penetration, at pressures approaching the MPa range, could
be a great value for “in situ” study of tribological processes
involving polymeric surfaces in aqueous environments.
Moreover, our approach facilitates the simultaneous meas-
urement of friction forces and direct visualization of the
FIG. 4 (color). Confocal microscopy images of a close packed
2D hexagonal lattice formed by PE stars (f ¼ 3.1 × 105 and
N ¼ 10 kbp) that can tolerate the presence of larger foreign PE
stars (f ¼ 3.91 × 105 and N ¼ 20 kbp) under mild salinity
conditions (5 mM NaCl). (a)–(b) CFM images where only the
host or foreign PE stars are labeled (FEL), respectively. The blue
circle indicates the size of an undisturbed doped star. Inset: an
oversized doped PE star with highly curved edges. The red arrows
point to the flat edges. (c) Bright-field image corresponding to the
CFM image of (b), where only the magnetic cores of the PE stars
(host and foreign) are visible. The red circles indicate the location
of the foreign particles. Visual comparison of the black and red
hexagons, which contain only host and a mixture of host and
foreign PE stars, respectively, suggests that the crystal lattice is
not affected by the presence of large particles. Inset: undisturbed
foreign PE star.
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brush, which could have a significant impact on the design
of new biolubrication strategies [10,15].
The research was supported by the Transregio
Sonderforschungsbereiche TR6018 “Physics of Colloidal
Dispersions in External Fields.”
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